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Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Premium Uniform

WT Approved Premium Fighter Black Collar. Professional sparing uniform made in 
Korea. Engineering Innovative Functionality & Unique Designs. Time and care is put 
into each detail for maximum satisfaction.
Premium Collection uses the highest quality fabric and materials.
100% Quality Guarantee.  With ventilation sections and mesh panels.  Elasticated 
waist gives a comfortable fit 100% Polyester.
Black V Neck sizes:130cm-200cm
Tusah Premium Collection delivers top quality equipment for professional athletes.
True innovation behind this was inspired from the athlete themselves. Our 
engineers developed unique designs and functionality based on collected research 
from Olympic medalists. Time & precision was put into each detail for maximum 
athlete satisfaction
Inspired by the breathable fabric material used in today’s sports, Tusah 
incorporated that material to construct the Premium Sparring Uniform. Tusah’s 
Cool-Sense technology quickly absorbs moisture and circulates it outwards for a 
cooler/dry feeling. The uniform is designed to feel light & flexible for extreme 
mobility, simultaneously durable. It is combined with mesh panels in certain heat 
trapped areas for more air circulation. Made in Korea. 100% PolyesterExtra 
Features:   A soft spandex band is incorporated in the waist section for extra 
flexibility and comfort. High quality tags are added to show off a rich coloured 
attraction.

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Classic Shoe

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Classic Shoe





Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Premium Poomsae Uniform Sizes 130cm-170cm Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Premium Poomsae Uniform Sizes 180cm-210cm

A combination of 55/45% cotton/polyester 
mix in a manner designed to look good and 
give total comfort. The Tusah Poomsae 
Dobok is a winning combination, designed 
to stand out for quality, professionalism and 
total feel good factor. WT Approved 
Poomsae uniform. Colours and sizes 
available:
Male Poom white with blue trousers 150cm 
-170cm
Female Poom white top red trousers 
140cm -160cm

A combination of 55/45% cotton/polyester 
mix. Designed to look good, give total 
comfort, durability in use and strength in 
ones actions. The Tusah Poomsae Dan 
Dobok is a winning combination, designed 
to stand out for quality, professionalism and 
total feel good factor. WT Approved 
Poomsae uniform.
Male Dan with white top and dark blue 
trousers. Sizes available in 160cm – 200cm.
Female Dan with white top and light blue 
trousers.
Sizes available in 150cm – 180cm.

 A combination of 55/45% 
cotton/polyester mix.
The choice of champions. Excellent 
combination of comfort and design in a 
winning combination to make you look 
and feel like a true champion.
WT Approved Poomsae uniform with 

Yellow top and dark navy trousers. 
Sizes available in 170cm – 
200cm.

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Premium Poomsae Poom

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Premium Poomsae Dan 

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformTusah Premium Senior Dan



From the beginning of Taekwondo professional sparring, athletes 
have used a simple slip-on protectors without any ventilation 
function. This caused uncomfortable heated feelings that had 
athletes begging to remove them ASAP. That is when the more 
conventional strap-on protectors came along and still used regularly 
today. But even those had their own flaws (ex. rotating during 
competition). Below are the key points that we’ve applied in our new 
protection system for maximum protection and comfort.

Special Edition Protectors uses the sleeve concept in protection 
gear to ensure non-rotation. The game can now go on with less 
interruptions and more competitiveness.
    
 The protector foam is shaped to imitate the human body curves 
minimizing distance between the guard and the body, leading to 
less shifting of the protector.
The core area also referred to as “the most vulnerable area” is 
padded with memory style foam to absorb more of the impact. As 
the foam absorbs the impact the human body takes less of it, 
leading to less injuries in the core area.
Successfully showcased at the 2016 Rio Olympics.

WT Approved Special Edition Forearm

Forearm Guard is produced by a  moulding process to enhance 
fitness. The dual structure of Memory foam and EVA increases 
the effective protection. Available in Small, Medium & Large.

WT Approved Special Edition Shin

Shin Guard is produced by a  moulding process to enhance 
fitness. The dual structure of Memory foam and EVA increases 
the effective protection. Available in Small, Medium & Large.



Choose from three levels of difficulty with these 
vibrant breaking boards.

Made of plastic with a foam middle for impact 
protection, these re-breakable boards slide together 
after use and can be broken time and again.

Yellow – novice

Red – intermediate

Black – advanced

Constructed with high density EVA foam 
technology gives athletes an ideal balance. WT 
and CE Approved. Tusah uses only the highest 
quality foam material for long-lasting usage. 
Reliability – A new octagon pattern concept 
grips the athlete’s foot to prevent slippage.  
Reversible colours enable you to customize 
both sides for a wide variety of combinations.

Octagonal 

Square Ring

Octagonal Ring Area 196 mats
Minimum order 196 pieces
 

Square Ring Area 100 mats
Minimum order 200 pieces
 

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformWorld Taekwondo Mats

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformRe-Breakable Boards

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformRe-Breakable Boards

Tusah White V Neck Plain Back UniformWorld Taekwondo Mats





119-120 King Street
Plymouth 
Pl1 5JD

+44 1 752 25 26 47
www.tusah.eu

sales@tusah.eu
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